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Distinct thermal effect on biological
tissues using subwavelength
ultrasound metalens at megahertz

Yan Zheng,1 Chen Li,2 Chuanxin Zhang,1 Jiajie He,1 Xue Jiang,1,5,* and Dean Ta3,4,*
SUMMARY

Ultrasound focusing plays an important role in biomedical therapy and diagnosis. Acoustic metalens has
showcased remarkable focusing performance but yet to be implemented to the practical ultrasound ther-
apeutic applications. We design a planar metalens operating at megahertz and experimentally demon-
strate the distinct thermal effect on biological tissues induced by the high-resolution focusing. A promi-
nent temperature rise of 50�C is experimentally observed in the biological phantom, with a much lower
input ultrasound power of 4 W compared with the traditional methods. We further study the thermal ef-
fect on fresh porcine liver and investigate themorphological changes under different physical parameters.
Visible lesions are observed in in vitro tissues at the lowest input ultrasound power of 2.6 W within 10 s.
This study facilitates the practical biomedical application of acoustic metalens, providing a feasible
approach for the precise, safe, and reliable therapeutic ultrasoundwith the simple and compact metalens.

INTRODUCTION

Therapeutic ultrasound has been applied in various clinical scenarios, such as tissue ablation,1–3 hemostasis,4–6 thrombolysis,7–10 cardiac pac-

ing,11,12 therapeutic drug delivery,13–16 etc., bearing some unique characteristics including biocompatibility, superior penetrability, and

nonionizing radiation.17–19 On this basis, focused ultrasound with the tightly converged energy distribution exhibits prominent advantage

in improving the precision and safety of ultrasound treatment. Traditional ultrasound focusingmethods aremainly relied on the active phased

array or spherical transducer, which however cannot fulfill the requirements of high-precision, low-cost, and planar ultrasound therapy equip-

ment. The active phased array can obtain the wavelength-scale resolution at the expense of complex and high-cost equipment,20,21 and the

spherical transducer with curved bulky geometry fails to provide the sufficient focusing precision.22,23 A safer and more precise focused

ultrasound technique with a simple configuration is highly required.

Rapid development of acousticmetamaterial/metasurface hasmade a significant breakthrough in sound-wavemanipulation andprovided

new opportunities for higher-precision acoustic focusing with the passive and compact metalens.24–26 It is expected that the metalens-based

focusing could provide promising potential in precision medical treatment, whereas several key technical issues should be figured out before

the actual implementation. On the one hand, most of current researches on acoustic metamaterial/metasurface are restricted to airborne

sound, which cannot be directly translated to the underwater ultrasound due to its shorter wavelength, stronger microstructural viscosity,

and insufficient acoustic impedance contrast between the natural materials and water.27 There are some attempts in designing ultrasound

metalens, including the lens consisting of deep-subwavelength slots working around 100 kHz,28 the Fresnel zone plate lens focusing ultra-

sound at 200 kHz,29 the collimated ultrasound beamgenerated by the phononic crystal,30 and the sparsemetalens that reflects the ultrasound

into a converged spot31 or an ultrasound scalpel.32 However, the transmission-type ultrasoundmetalens operating atmegahertz is absent. On

the other hand, investigation on thermal effect and morphological damage in biological tissues has yet to be demonstrated with the metal-

ens-based ultrasound focusing. The positioning accuracy, focusing resolution, coupling efficiency, and energy transmittance are four critical

factors affecting ultrasound focusing and further impacting therapeutic outcome. These factors remain to be improved in high-intensity

focused ultrasound (HIFU) as well.33–35 Therefore, it is highly required to develop a new ultrasound therapeutic method with the milli-

meter-scale resolution, prominent temperature rise at low input energy, and precise damage in biological tissues.

In this work, we investigate the distinct thermal effect and morphological damage to in vitro biological tissues induced by the high-res-

olution ultrasound focusing based on metalens, which provides a novel ultrasound therapeutic method and plays as a feasible implementa-

tion of acoustic metalens in clinical applications. We theoretically design and experimentally realize the ultrasound metalens applicable to
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Figure 1. Schematic of ultrasound ablation on in vitro liver using metalens

(A) Schematic of the ultrasound manipulation principle with the metalens. The ultrasound emitted from every point on the metalens should arrive at the focal

point in phase, which determines the initial phase profile on the metalens. The planar metalens with the overall thickness h = 2 mm is made of resin and

silicone layers, whose thickness ratios are varied in radial direction to provide the required phase distribution. The continuous phase distribution in the radial

is discretized and fulfilled by several concentric rings with the width w = 2 mm.

(B) Cross-section of the axisymmetric focusing lens with the diameter being 50 mm.

(C) Relationship between the phase shift and thickness of the resin layer in the metalens.

(D) Relationship between the required initial phase shift and radial position on themetalens for focusing at F= 20mm. The discrete phase shifts achieved with the

metalens of 11 concentric circular rings are denoted by the red dots.
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work at megahertz, which can efficiently focus the transmitted ultrasound with the focusing resolution smaller than wavelength. The subwa-

velength focusing gives rise to the remarkable temperature rise of 50�C in the biological phantom, even with a much lower input ultrasound

power of 4 W compared with the traditional methods. The thermal effect induced by the metalens-based focusing on the fresh vitro liver is

further studied in experiments, and the morphological changes in the liver specimen under different parameter conditions are investigated,

including quantification of the lesion area and lesion extent. Visible lesion is observed at the lowest input ultrasoundpower of 2.6Wowning to

the high focusing resolution and energy efficiency of the metalens. In addition, the soft texture and planar geometry of the metalens guar-

antee the superior coupling with biological tissue and improve the biocompatibility of the metalens. The compact and passive metalens with

the remarkable thermal effect would play as an ingenious way to overcome the aforementioned problems in ultrasound treatment and

contribute to the integration and miniaturization of the functional devices in biomedical system.
RESULT

Theoretical model

Schematic diagram of ultrasound treatment on the vitro liver specimen with the metalens-based focusing is illustrated in Graphical Ab-

stract, and the schematic of the ultrasoundmanipulation principle with the metalens is shown in Figure 1A. According to the Huygens prin-

ciple, every point on the metalens is the source of spherical wavelets, the secondary wavelets emanating from different points mutually

interfere, and the sum of these spherical wavelets forms a new wavefront. Therefore, the ultrasound emitted from every point on the metal-

ens should arrive at the focal point in phase, which determines the initial phase profile 4i(r) on the metalens:

4iðrÞ + kl = 4ið0Þ+ kF + 2np (Equation 1)

where l =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2+F2

p
is the propagation distance, F is the focal length, k = 2p=l is the wave number, and n is an arbitrary integer. The operating

frequency in this work is 1 MHz (l = 1.5 mm), which is a typically used value in ultrasound treatment. The initial phase at the center is set to be

4ið0Þ = 0, and then the initial phase profile should satisfy

4iðrÞ =
2p

l

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2+F2

p
� F

�
+ 2np (Equation 2)

The required phase profile with F = 20mm is plotted in Figure 1D. The continuous phase profile is discretized with the interval ofw = 2mm

in radial direction (denoted by the red dots) and fulfilled with a planar metalens. The ultrasound focusing metalens is consisted of concentric
2 iScience 26, 107929, October 20, 2023



Table 1. Acoustic parameters of different materials

Materials Velocity (m/s) Density (kg/m3Þ
Water 1500 1000

Resin 2700 1180

Silicone 980 1264

Graphite phantom 1550 1045
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circular rings that are constructed with the resin-silicon double layers, as shown in the cross-section of the metalens in Figure 1B. The overall

thickness of themetalens is h= 2mm, and the thickness ratios of each layer are controlled to provide the full-range (0�2p) phasemanipulation

of the transmitted wave. The phase shift of the transmitted ultrasound through the resin-silicone layers is as follows:

4 =
2p

l
ðh � heffÞ (Equation 3)

The effective acoustic path distance is as follows:

heff =
cr
cw

t +
cs
cw

ðh � tÞ (Equation 4)

where t is the thickness of resin layer and cr, cs, and cw are the sound speed in the resin, silicone and water, respectively. Measured material

properties from experiments are shown in Table 1. Then the relationship between the required initial phase profile on the metalens and the

resin thickness can be obtained, as plotted in Figure 1C. It is observed that the phase shift covering the full range from�p top is achieved by

varying the thickness t from 0 to 2 mm. Finally, the metalens consisting of 11 concentric circular rings is designed, which fulfills the axisym-

metric phase profile.

Subwavelength focusing with metalens

We carry out numerical simulations and experimental measurements to verify the focusing performance of the metalens (see STAR methods

section). The normalized focused ultrasound intensity distribution on the axial plane (z = 0) obtained in simulation is demonstrated in

Figure 2A. A typical ellipsoidal focal spot is observed at the position z = 18.9 mm, with a 5.5% deviation from the target focal length

(F = 20 mm). Comparisons of the normalized ultrasound intensity fields between the simulations and experiments of the metalens and exper-

iments of the concave lens on the focal plane (x-y plane, z = 18.9 mm) and axial plane (x-z plane, y = 0) are shown in Figure 2B. For better

comparison, the ultrasound intensity is normalized with the corresponding maximum values in each situation throughout the paper. Good

consistency is observed between the simulations and experiments, both of which verify the ultrasound focusing performance of themetalens.

To quantitatively calculate the focal resolution, we plot the intensity profile along the axial (z) and transverse (x) directions through the focal

spot, as shown in Figures 2C and 2D, respectively. The full width at half maxima (FWHM) and full length at half maxima (FLHM) of the focal

point of the metalens in our experiment are 1.35 mm (0.9l) and 6.75 mm (4.5l), which clearly prove the subwavelength focusing performance

of the metalens and contribute to the distinct thermal effect on biological tissue in the late study. The measured FWHM and FWLM of the

concave lens are 1.8 mm (1.2l) and 12.45 mm (8.3l), respectively, which are much larger than the results with the metalens. In addition to

the focusing resolution, the metalens bear the advantages of flat configuration to avoid the mismatch between the curved lens surface

and planar tissue, and it also overcomes the restriction on the bound focal length and aperture. The planar metalens is beneficial to the inte-

gration with the flat transducer, which not only helps to improve the overall energy transmittance but also facilitates the development of more

integrated and portable devices in the clinical ultrasound treatment. The soft texture of the metalens is skin-friendly and more suitable for

clinical practice.
Temperature rising in biological phantom with ultrasound metalens

We then experimentally monitor the temperature rise during the metalens-based ultrasound focusing process in biological phantom. The

biological phantom is made of an agar-based graphite material36 whose acoustic properties (particularly, ultrasound speed and attenuation

coefficient) are similar to those of biological tissue. The agar-based graphite phantommaterial is a mixture of water, ager (SCR BR-250G), and

graphite powder (LG 100-01) with the mass ratio of 100:3:9. The graphite powder is used to adjust the sound attenuation coefficient. An ul-

trasound power meter (Ohmic, UPM-DT-1000PA) is employed to precisely control the input ultrasound intensity. In addition, we also exper-

imentally measure the transmittance of the metalens by comparing the output ultrasound intensity with and without the metalens. The result

comes to be 68% and it keeps in line with the theoretical value.

To measure the temperature at different locations in the biological phantom, a thermocouple array consisting of six pins (pins a–f) with

2 mm apart is embedded in the phantom cover the focal point. An additional thermocouple pin (pin g) is placed 15 mm away from the

focus for monitoring the background temperature, as shown in Figure 3A. The thermocouple array is connected to a thermocouple signal

conditioning that recodes the temperature signals. The measured temperature at different positions with the metalens is shown in Fig-

ure 3B. At the center of the focal point, a remarkable temperature rise of about 50�C is observed within 10 s, with the input ultrasound

power of 4 W. Therefore, the effective ultrasound power after the metalens is 2.72 W. The temperature rise in pin b is measured to be

30�C because it is near the focal region, whereas the temperature rise is much lower in pins c–f whose positions are just 2 mm away
iScience 26, 107929, October 20, 2023 3
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Figure 2. Ultrasound intensity distribution of metalens-based focusing

(A–D) Simulated ultrasound field on x-z plane. Ultrasound intensity distributions on the x-y plane and x-z plane, compared between the simulation and

experiments of metalens and concave lens (B). Normalized intensity profiles through the focal spot along (C) the propagation and (D) the transverse

directions. Sim.meta, simulation with metalens; Exp.meta, experiment with metalens; Exp.con, experiment with concave lens.
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from the focus. On the contrary, the temperature hardly changes in the measurement without the metalens (Figure 3C); it is only 0.5�C
within 10 s and increases to 3.7�C after 100 s. The temperature profiles in Figure S1 are plotted in different scales to show a better visu-

alization of the values. Significantly, in order to evaluate the famous "thermocouple artifact effect," we referred to Huang et al. method and

measured the temperature rise in an agar-graphite phantom and an agar-only phantom. The results reflect that the temperature remains

stable after a brief increase with time in the agar-only phantom, with the stable temperature rise of about 2�C (Figure S2). This effect is

relatively insignificant compared with the temperature rise of 50�C observed with the designed metalens, and the overall temperature pro-

file is consistent with the expected focusing performance. Temperature calibration should be conducted if the exact temperature control is

required in practical applications.

The infrared thermograph is employed to capture the temperature field map on the focal plane of the metalens and visualize the thermal

effect on the biological phantom. The biomedical phantom is placed near on the water-air interface. A block of solid agar of 20 mm thickness

and 3% concentration is placed after themetalens, whose acoustic properties are similar to those of water, and a piece of biological phantom

of 1 mm thickness is placed on top of the solid agar to make sure that the phantom is located on the focal plane of the metalens. The whole

setup is carried out in a water tank. The temperature fieldmaps on the focal plane with and without themetalens are qualitatively captured, as

shown in Figure 3D, with the effective input ultrasound power of 2.72W and at the 10 s radiation time. An obvious focusing profile is observed

from the temperature field, where the FWHM agrees with the ultrasound field mapping. A quantitative temperature value inside the biolog-

ical phantom is inaccessible because the infrared thermograph can only detect the temperature on the surface, where the maximum temper-

ature is measured to be 34�C as a result of the heat conduction in background water.
Thermal effect on in vitro biological specimen

The distinct thermal effect enables the implementation of the metalens as a new ultrasound therapeutic tool to realize the precise and effi-

cient biological tissue ablation, owning to the subwavelength focal resolution and prominent temperature rise at a much lower input energy.

Here we use porcine liver as the vitro biological tissue to demonstrate the tissue ablation effect and investigate the ablation outcomes under

different ultrasound parameters. It is convenient to observe the tissue ablation on porcine liver because its hemoglobin will be denatured at

about 60�C, making it a good indicator to reveal the thermal effect and study the ablation control by calculating the lesion area and lesion

strength on the tissue. In our experiment, a slice of porcine liver tissue of the thickness 1 mm is placed on the focal plane of the metalens. We

demonstrate the dependence of the ablation control on the irradiation time and input ultrasound power, as shown in Figure 4. According to

the measured temperature profiles at different input ultrasound power shown in Figure 4A, the temperature inside the porcine liver reaches

more than 60�Cwhen the input ultrasound power is higher than 3.3W, and a prompt tissue damage is observed within 3 s at 5.4W. This input
4 iScience 26, 107929, October 20, 2023
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for the 3D ultrasound field scanning and temperature monitoring

(A) A hydrophone controlled by a 3D motion stage is used for measuring the ultrasound field after the metalens. A thermocouple array consisting of 6 pins is

placed near the focal spot for monitoring the temperature rise. The space between two adjacent thermocouple pins is 2 mm. An additional pin is placed

15 mm away from the focus to measure the background temperature.

(B and C) Temperature profiles recorded by 7 thermocouple pins at different locations, as function of time with (B) and without (C) the metalens.

(D) Experimentally measured infrared thermal imaging of the surface of a biological phantom located at the focal plane for visualizing the temperature field, with

(left) and without (right) the metalens.
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energy value is much lower than the conventional ultrasound therapeutic method.37,38 It can remarkably improve the energy efficiency and

safety in the future focused ultrasound treatment. It is noteworthy that the metalens transmittance is 68% in this design. Therefore, the energy

efficiency can be further improved by further upgrading the metalens.

The porcine liver tissue after the ultrasound irradiation is imaged with an anatomical microscope. Figure 4B shows the images of the

tissue damage with the metalens, with the fixed input ultrasound power of 4 W while under different irradiation time. Obvious lesion is

observed on the porcine liver tissue even at 5 s, and the lesion area is increased with the irradiation time. As a comparison, the porcine

liver remains intact in the situations without the metalens (Figure 4C). A summary of the images of the porcine liver tissue under the input

ultrasound power of 2.6W, 3.3W, 4W, 4.7 W, and 5.4 W, with the fixed irradiation time of 10 s, is shown in Figure 4D. The porcine liver is

slightly damaged when the ultrasound power is 2.6 W, and the damage level increases with the input power. To quantitatively assess the

ablation effect on biological tissue, we calculate the lesion area and lesion strength. First, the micrographs are binarized to determine the

lesion area. Then the integrals of the pixels gray value within the lesion area and the whole image are calculated. The lesion strength is

relatively quantified as the ratio between the integrals within the lesion area and whole image. Results are plotted in Figure 4E. The lesion

strength is normalized with the maximum damage situation with the input power of 5.4 W. The lesion area gradually increases with the

irradiation time, which is about 7.1 mm2 at 5 s, and reaches 100.9 mm2 at 25 s. When the temperature increases sharply in the high input

power situations, the lesion area of porcine liver tissue is also affected by heat diffusion. The experimental results prove that the ablation

on the biological tissue induced by the thermal effect of the metalens can be controlled with the irradiation time and input power. In addi-

tion, the minimum lesion area of only 7.1 mm2 is observed, which is much smaller than results obtained with the phased array method.37,38

The small lesion area can contribute to improving the accuracy and safety in the precise ultrasound treatment. It is particularly important in

treating the tissue of abundant blood supply or nerve supply, where these blood vessels and neural circuits should be protected from

accidental damage during the treatment. Therefore, the high-resolution and high-efficiency ultrasound focusing is expected to have better

performance in the precise treatment.
DISCUSSION

In summary, we numerically and experimentally demonstrated an efficient approach of focused ultrasound therapy using a megahertz sub-

wavelength metalens. It can induce prominent temperature rise of 50 �C at a much lower input power and controllable ablation effect in bio-

logical tissues. The experiment results confirm that the proposed metalens-based ultrasound therapy has prominent advantage of subwave-

length resolution, higher positioning precision, energy efficiency, and superior coupling with both the transducer and biological tissue.

Benefited from these distinct merits, prompt and obvious tissue ablation on the porcine liver is observed at the input ultrasound power of

only 4 W within 5 s, which is much lower than the conventional ultrasound therapeutic method. We also quantitatively assess the lesion
iScience 26, 107929, October 20, 2023 5
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Figure 4. Tissue ablation effect on in vitro biological specimen

(A) Measured temperature at the focal point under different input ultrasound power from 2.6 W to 5.4 W.

(B–E) Summary of the photos of the porcine liver tissue ablation during different radiation time at 4 W (B), and under different input ultrasound power at 10 s (D).

Scale bar, 3 mm. (E) The lesion area and lesion strength extracted from (B–D), as functions of the radiation time and input ultrasound power, respectively.
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area and lesion strength on the porcine liver, which enables the effective ablation effect control by adjusting the ultrasound parameters. Our

work provides a promising strategy to improve the precision, efficiency, and safety in therapeutic ultrasound and facilitate prosperous appli-

cations in future clinical trials.
Limitations of study

The most significant limitation is the static focusing performance compared with the active phased array that allows the fast and

dynamic beamforming. The development of an active metalens can potentially solve this question by introducing some dynamic control

mechanism.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Software and algorithms

MATLAB MathWorks https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html

COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS COMSOL http://cn.comsol.com/
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Xue Jiang

(xuejiang@fudan.edu.cn).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

� All data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request.
� This paper does not report original code.

� Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contactupon request.

METHOD DETAILS

Numerical simulations

The numerical simulations are conducted based on COMSOLMULTIPHYSICS software in AcousticsModule, Frequency Domain. A schematic

plot of the simulation setup is shown in Figure S3. The incident ultrasound wave is generated by the plane wave radiation boundary and prop-

agates from the bottom. Three cylindrical perfectly matched layers (PML) are used in the simulation to avoid the reflection and mimic the

propagation in free space. The metalens in simulation is made of resin and silicone. To accurately resolve pressure gradient abrupt changes

in the focus region, the model uses a refinement grid of size l/8 (l = 1.5 mm is the wavelength). Ultrasound pressure is discretized using the

default secondary (second-order) unit. Since the transducer is a circular planar transducer arranged coaxially with the circular metalens, the

simulation can be simplified as a two-dimensional axisymmetric model to save the computation time.

Experimental measurements

The experimental measurements are conducted in a 3D water tank with its dimensions of 500 mm, 500 mm and 500 mm respectively. We

fabricate a sample of the resin-silicone metalens and a concave lens which has same focal length using three-dimensional (3D) printing

and pouring molding technologies. In the first step, the resin plate consisted of different annular grooves is 3D printed. In the second

step, the liquid silicone gel (Posilicon DRSGJ02) is injected into the grooves which will curd after 6–8 h. The schematic diagram of the exper-

imental setup for the ultrasound field scanning and the temperature monitoring is depicted in Figure 3A. The monochromatic signal gener-

ated by the function generator (Keysight, 33500B Series) and amplified by the power amplifier (Aigtek, ATA-2021H) is fed into a flat ultrasound

transducer (Olympus, center frequency 1MHz, radius 25mm, effective vibration surface radius 21 mm) which emits the plane ultrasound wave

propagating along z direction. The metalens is tightly attached to the transducer by ultrasound coupling agent (Hynaut 56201). In the ultra-

sound field scanning, a needle hydrophone (PrecisionAcoustics, NH0500) controlled by the 3Dmotion stage is used to receive the ultrasound.

Its signal is collected by an oscilloscope (Keysight, DSOX4024A) and post-processed using MATLAB R2020a software. The field scanning is

carried out in the x-y plane (2 mm 3 2 mm) and x-z plane (2 mm 3 6 mm) with the scanning step of 100 mm.

Biological phantom production

Heated the water to 90�C and then added agar and graphite powder successively. Stir at this temperature quickly until uniform. To prevent

sedimentation of graphite powder, rapid solidification of agar-based graphite phantommaterial is required. In the study, uniform mixture is

placed in a refrigerator at �4�C so that the mixture will be solidified within 2 h (depending on the total volume). Mixture placed at indoor

temperature will be solidified within 6 h but will result with uneven graphite powder distribution in the phantom.
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Infrared thermography measurements

The infrared thermal imager can accurately capture the temperature profile on the object surface. Therefore, we place the biomedical phan-

tom on the water-air interface, as schematically shown in Figure S4. Specifically, an agar block of 20 mm thickness (same as the focal length)

and 3% concentration is placed on the metalens, and a piece of biomedical phantom of 1 mm thickness is placed on top of the agar block to

make sure that it is on the focal plane. An infrared thermal imager is vertically located above the biomedical phantom and images the thermal

map on the focal plane. The vertical setup also helps to avoid the light reflection from walls of the water tank.
Calculation of lesion area and lesion strength

First, the micrographs are binarized to determine the lesion area. Then the integrals of the pixels gray value within the lesion area and the

whole image are calculated. The lesion strength is relatively quantified as the ratio between the integrals within the lesion area and whole

image.
10 iScience 26, 107929, October 20, 2023
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